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ABSTRACT              

This paper discusses the need for centralizing all “silos” of data repositories and 

database frameworks in a key sector of Nigeria’s developing economy as a way of advising 

managers and stakeholders to benefit from a faster, more reliable, timely and cohesive 

decision-making. The paper outlines and describes the three key Agencies involved with 

tackling the issues and problems faced by Nigeria’s Criminal Justice Sector, the Prisons and 

other surround Agencies. The paper emphasizes the need for Nigeria to adopt a new 

technology to thwart insecurity, and provides arguments to support the fact that the adoption 

of a centralized data management system for Nigeria’s Criminal Justice and Prison Agencies 

will directly remove the lingering bottlenecks and sloppiness that bog this important sector in 

Nigeria.  It argues that a centralized data management system will indeed ensure easier 

accessibility to good and actionable intelligence, and speed up decision-making processes; 

such a move will help reconcile the existing inconsistencies and confusion among 

government bodies in their effort to fight a persisting insecurity and burgeoning crime 

tendencies plaguing the country. The paper went on to point out that designing an ETL 

process is the place to start, and then concludes with a call for the incorporation of Analytics 

and dynamic Analytics APIs as a way to improve the usefulness of huge data pools which 

presently exist on disparate formats and frameworks within the three - main arms of Nigeria’s 

Criminal Justice Sector, and Prisons. 

 

KEYWORDS: Business Intelligence, Data Integration; Data Management; Data Mining; 

Silos of data repositories, Data Warehouse, ETL process, Analytics, Analytics APIs. 

 

Background and Outstanding Issues 

Both in developed and developing countries the tendency to commit crime and the nature of 

committed crimes is continually changing due to a number of development indices/factors in 

the society such as information technology explosion, pervasive availability and cheap 

accessibility to mobile (cell) phones, globalization of serious immoral habits, terrorism, ease 

of movement and migration of individuals across states, countries and continents etc. Crime 
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rates are on the increase. It is therefore no wonder that law enforcement agencies are being 

tasked to step up their “game” in fighting these serious immoral societal vices.  

To fight crimes and insecurity there is need to understand the complexity, distribution, types 

of crime and criminal tendencies predominant of a given region. Looking at this need, many 

authors like Wilson (1963) and Okeke G. Nkolika(2013) rightly point out that “Crime is a 

complex social phenomenon and its cost is increasing due to a number of societal changes 

and the like, and hence, law enforcement organizations and agencies need to learn the factors 

that constitute/promote higher crime trends….to enable them make good decisions and 

prognosis on prevalence of particular types of crimes in particular regions” 

Okeke G. Nkolika (2013) went further to note that in order to successfully curb the 

prevalence of crime, there is always a need for prudent crime prevention strategies and 

policies. Understanding and improving the mode of processing existing criminal records 

across adjoining jurisdictions is one positive step towards learning about both crime spread 

and the individuals who are involved in the misdeeds; this enables police and other law 

enforcement organizations to effectively put in some crime prevention measures, or 

rehabilitation accordingly.  

Another author Brown (2003) opines that to fight the increasingly ballooning criminal 

activities, it is pertinent for crime fighting agencies to clearly understand existing records on 

committed crimes linked or associated to the bio data of the offenders; this will enable 

practitioners to easily identify crime trends and crime profiles of all predominant society 

vices and cases in a given region. 

It is indeed very crucial that Criminal and Security Agencies be able to decipher crime 

patterns, prognosis and a demographics based on data at their disposal; such capability would 

go a long way to help those Agencies fight crimes in their locale and areas more effectively. 

Not having an integrated data encompassing large population expanses under adjoining 

jurisdictions will make it impossible to put in place preventive mechanisms to check crime 

occurrences and spread the spread of crime. 

It should be noted that in Nigeria the Criminal Justice System (CJS) is made up of three key 

Agencies, namely: The Nigeria’s Prisons, the Nigeria Police, Security Agencies and the 

Judiciary and the Ministry of Justice. These agencies operate at the three tiers of government 

in Nigeria across 39-State borders that adjoin each other, and a central federal territory of 

Nigeria. Presently, these three key formal Agencies collect huge volumes of data on criminal 

arrests, court trials, convictions, sentences, and probation or release records about offenders 
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in their respective jurisdictions. But unfortunately, these huge volumes of data are sometimes 

haphazardly tracked and do not “talk” to each other. These data are oftentimes stored in 

disparate formats, platforms, rudimental Excel applications, or even paper files. They exist in 

isolation (silos) to each other, and usually are neither uniquely tied/linked nor tracked against 

the offenders and repeat offenders across different State boundaries and jurisdictions.   

It is therefore no wonder that the Agencies cannot effectively interact and complement each 

other, especially when speed is needed to make decisions about predominant crimes and 

cases. In a highly improved Nigeria’s Information and Communication Technology where 

even the nomad herdsman now possess a cell phone, the criminals seem to be ahead of the 

crime busters. Without the capability of crime fighting Agencies to dynamically work with 

each other through an integrated and centralized of data-pool on criminal activities, 

practitioners and managers will not be able to quickly draw actionable inferences. They will 

be able to quickly react and develop checks to effectively drive down crime rates, predict 

crime spread and trends in their areas of operation or domain. Criminals will continue to 

migrate and “hibernate” in remote areas of States far from the original locations where they 

committed crimes.  

Also, it is worth knowing that in Nigeria there are other key Agencies which are not directly 

involved with the management of crime and criminals, but may be of assistance in lowering 

prevalence and migration of crime and criminals. The Federal Road Safety Corp (FRSC) is 

among such agencies.  

Of recent, this Organization designed and built huge relational databases and repositories 

which are capable of uniquely identifying/tracking every vehicle owner, driver plus driving 

records in Nigeria. The Nigerian FRSC is supposed to be able to track traffic offenses and 

individuals that commit them, no matter where they commit such crimes in the 39 Federal 

States of Nigeria. This is a huge capability would be a mighty “arsenal” for fighting crime if 

FRSC’s databases are integrated into the operational processes of Nigeria’s main crime 

fighting agencies within the Criminal Justice System (CJS). 

But unfortunately, FRSC’s data repositories are still disparate and exist in “silos”, and cannot 

“talk” to the huge volume of data existing within the three arms of Criminal Justice System 

(CJS) of Nigeria. It is therefore no wonder that crime/terrorism fighting groups are unable to 

make quick decisions and nip criminal tendencies and crimes in the bud; a quick on-the-spot 

screening and background check by FRSC field officer should be enough to “ring bells” and 

hint on criminal tendencies and prevent serious crimes from taking root in the first place. This 
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can only be achieved if all data on committed crimes, prison or conviction data repositories 

and bio data of offenders are linked and integrated with each other across States and 

jurisdictions.  

Sadly, currently within Nigeria’s Criminal Justice System (CJS) and its support agencies like 

the FRSC, there is no central data management system which can drive this capability; there 

is no process or system which can electronically trace and provide information on criminals 

and repeat offenders plus their profiles when queried.  

Without the ability to dynamically generate comprehensive recurring information about 

individuals with criminal records and background, it will difficult for crime fighting groups 

and agencies to properly track undesired societal vices and behaviors across State 

jurisdictions and expanses. To compound this incapability, currently the Law Enforcement or 

the CJS analysts cannot leverage the Business Intelligence (BI) concept….just like in some 

developed parts of the World. This is a big setback and handicap. 

 

Approach to Utilization of Business Intelligence in Nigeria’s Criminal Justice Sector, 

and Prisons 

Business Intelligence (BI) encompasses the processes, tools, and technologies required to 

transform operational or enterprise data into information, and the transformed information 

into knowledge which can be used to enhance decision-making and to create actionable plans 

to drive effective operational activity or government function.  

Business Intelligence (BI) is simply about getting the right information, to the right decision 

makers, at the right time. It can actually be regarded as a decision support system where 

information is gathered for the purpose of predictive analysis and support for operational and 

business decisions. 

When properly employed, Business Intelligence can help organizations and governmental 

departments such as Nigeria’s Criminal Justice Sector, and Prisons acquire tactical insights to 

optimize their processes by identifying trends, anomalies, and behaviors that call for, and 

require prompt management or operational actions.  Good Business Intelligence can therefore 

enable practitioners and supervisors get an insight which will help them to align multiple 

operational or organizational processes with key objectives through integrated performance 

management. Such a Business Intelligence is not and cannot be achieved with the help of 

disparate computer systems and database systems, but with an integrated framework which is 
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able to leverage the availability of huge data sources for tactical and strategic use across 

departments of same operational sector call, and duties. 

In this regard the adoption and utilization of Business Intelligence within Nigeria’s Criminal 

Justice Sector, the Prisons and other support organizations must be considered as a sector-

wide platform which would support targeted analysis, ad-hoc reporting and decision making 

across all its departments country-wide. Such effort and consideration will lead to a more 

fact-based decision making and always to the unraveling of a “single version” of the real 

situations or rather the “real truth” about prevailing issues within the jurisdictions. 

But before this can be achieved, the “silos” of data repositories, which are presently in 

disparate manual or electronic repositories, must be integrated. Data Integration is a 

component of BI, which must be undertaken before gains of BI can be leveraged. 

 

The Need for Data Integration and Management 

Data integration involves combining data residing in different sources, and providing users 

with a unified “view” of these data. Data integration is also frequently referred to as 

"Enterprise Information Integration" (EII). 

This process becomes significant in a variety of situations both commercial (when two 

similar companies need to merge their databases), and governmental (combining information 

and analytical data from different bioinformatics repositories, for example; the bio data 

available to individual organizations that make up Nigeria’s Criminal Justice Sector, and 

Prisons plus the data available to organizations such as the FRSC - Federal Road Safety 

Corp…in Nigeria. 

Just as earlier noted, these agencies do have a “cut of their own silo” of bio data which is not 

linked in any way to each other; instead the same data is captured, stored and even duplicated 

on different rudimentary database systems at the best. 

In Nigeria’s fast developing sectors and continually improving ICT, the need for data 

integration appears with increasing urgency as the volume stored bio data continues to 

explode.   

Of recent, the idea of data integration has become the focus of many extensive theoretical 

works of dissertation among software engineers and database designers within Nigeria’s 

universities, but unfortunately numerous open problems still remain unsolved when one looks 

at what goes on within the big government organizations and agencies. For example, the 

Nigerian Police and the Prison Agencies are full of abundant but “dormant data”. This 
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situation is being described by many authors as a “data rich but information poor situation”. 

There is a predominantly fast-growing amount of data, which is collected daily and stored in 

many locales; data stores exist in different formats on different platforms all over the place. 

This enormous collection of data is actually becoming a nuisance and an impediment to 

effective decision-making, and gradually the situation is beginning to exceed/suffocate the 

ability of managers to decipher cohesive deductions and inferences out of them. 

As a result of this prevailing clutter and confusion, important decisions are often made based 

on human intuition; this usually leads to wrong trend analysis and prognosis of critical 

security issues and tasks around crime fighting operations. Unfortunately this situation 

translates to inability to properly track and manage the overwhelming insecurity in the 

country and the continuing emergence of “new wave” social vices in the country such as 

terrorism, and kidnapping; it is becoming hard to strategically determine and monitor crime 

rates, crime types, trends and tracking off reed prisoners. 

This lack directly affects crime fighting and migration of criminals across the 39 States of 

Nigeria. Repeat offenders freely roam and move from one remote federal State to another. It 

is practically becoming impossible to trace/link offenses committed in one remote State of 

Nigeria to another. There is therefore a great need to start integrating all the data pools 

existing within the crime fighting agencies as a first step towards modernizing all approaches 

to crime bursting and fighting in the country. 

 

Proposed ETL Process for Managing Nigeria’s Criminal Justice Sector, and Prisons Data  

ETL stands for extract, transform, and load; these are processes that enable agencies and 

organizations to move data from multiple sources, reformat and cleanse this data, and load it 

into another database, a data mart or a data warehouse for analysis, or on another operational 

system to support an operational or business process. 

A Properly designed ETL system would be able to extract data from disparate source systems 

belonging to the key three arms of Nigeria’s Criminal Justice Sector, and the Prisons; enforce 

data quality and consistency standards of these data, conform the data so that separate sources 

can be used together, and finally deliver the data in a presentation-ready format so that 

application developers can build applications and Analytical APIs which end users 

(practitioners and security analysts/managers) will use to make effectual and timely 

operational decisions…  

ETL makes or breaks ability to derive tangible and useful deductions or actionable inferences 

from a data warehouse or data mart.  
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ETL Process Flow Model: 

 

 

Key Components and Sub-Processes of Proposed ETL Process  

The Source System: This will comprise the database, application files or other storage 

facilities […Excel, MS Access; SQL Server, MySQL; Sybase etc.] found within the three 

Agencies of Nigeria’s Criminal Justice Sector, and Prisons. 

The Cleansing sub-Unit: This is a module which will be part of the ETL process, and 

implements the processes used to resolve all data inconsistences and fix the anomalies of all 

source data before loading the “stabilized and clean” data into data warehouses or data marts. 
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The Data Warehouse: This will be made up of subject-oriented, clean and non-volatile 

collection of data which represent “data views and cuts” which will directly support ported 

Analytics APIs to drive operational and management’s decision-making process. This unit 

will be a data pool of huge amount of information from multiple data sources and can be 

directly diced, queried and drilled into; in other words the data here must be appropriate for 

strategic decision-making when diced and queried from an application ported on an API 

(Application Programming Interface). 

The Transformation and Transportation sub-Units: This sub-unit runs processes for 

manipulating data; examples include aggregating and integration….and moving transformed 

data from sources to a data warehouse, which will drive the Analytics and Analytics APIs. 

Such an ETL Process Flow model is depicted in the figure below: 

Customized ETL Process for Nigeria’s Criminal Justice Sector, and Prisons Data: 
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Incorporating Analytics and Analytics API(s) to Interpret Operational Data 

Analytics uses business intelligence data for decision-making, modeling and forecasting. It is 

a way to use existing data to make quick actionable decisions in the now, and also to predict 

future patterns. Presently Analytics is widely and heavily used in the Insurance sector, 

Medical and Credit industries; but can be designed, built and incorporated into the handling 

and management processes of data within the security and crime fighting agencies of Nigeria. 

In this case, prevalent crime events and security issues are used in a timely manner by 

practitioners and managers to estimate predominance and likelihood of spread of future 

criminal events and security issues. Analytics if properly designed and incorporated will 

definitely reduce the amount of naira, time and human effort in man-hours spent trying to 

draw inferences and make timely decisions on crucial security issues and criminal activities. 

The raw data formats presently available to the Nigeria’s Criminal Justice Sector, and Prisons 

may not be suitable for business intelligence and incorporation of such analytics due to 

various reasons. So, it is worth noting that the available data pools may need to be cleaned in 

order to remove noises or abnormalities; the data may also be too large and/or involve many 

irrelevant attributes, which would call for data reduction through sampling and attribute 

selection; the existing data holding files or tables may also need to be normalized through 

data mining. Below is a Context diagram depicting the proposed data management system 

and  Analytics.  

Context Diagram of Proposed Data Management System and Analytics  
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The Analytics Module – (Requirements and Expectations) 

In this section, this paper highlights the requirements and expectations which must be taken 

into consideration during the analytics design effort. Meeting these requirements will be an 

important key to a successful implementation of the data centralization and management 

process which this paper proposes. The Analytics that would translate and render inferences 

to help decision-making must have the following capabilities: 

1. Ability to support a dedicated data warehouse that will store/track clean bio data on 

all criminal arrests, trials, convictions, paroles, misdemeanors country-wide 

2. Ability to support interfaces – that will be accessible via the internet, portable laptops, 

palmtops, PDAs, by designated practitioners and staff, of police, FRSC staff, courts, 

SSA …no matter the State of Nigeria they find themselves. 

3. Ability to provide a dynamic link or bridge that will supported-hoc query reporting, 

drilling down, dicing, and profile development. 

4. Capability to extract and dump primary and clean bio data updates into the central 

data warehouse as attributes on stored data change. 

5. Ability to extract and append associated data and information from peripheral data 

sources such as Telecommunications Providers. 

6. Ability to sanitize and synchronize all extracted and appended data. 

7. The analytics API will be accessible to designated field staff via the internet and/or 

portable laptops, desktops or PDAs, 24/7. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 It is time Nigeria started building a national integrated data and information 

infrastructure system which will be aimed at curbing issues of insecurity and new waves of 

criminal tendencies prevalent in the country. Data centralization and integration discussed in 

this paper will contribute and facilitate an understanding of the key technical concepts that 

such an endeavor entails. Towards tackling the worsening insecurity situation in the country, 

the ETL process and Analytics discussed in the paper when properly implemented can aid the 

three arms of Nigeria’s Criminal Justice Sector, and Prisons department to unravel, control 

and manage the following key elements:  
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a. The pattern and  distribution of particular crime types in various towns and States of 

the federation 

b. The pattern and  distribution of offenders for particular crime types in various towns 

and States of the federation 

c. The pattern of occurrences and distribution of new-wave vices like kidnapping and 

terrorism threats across the country 

d. Insights into the association of background and age-grades of offenders to particular 

crimes types. 

e. Impact of rehabilitation efforts of paroled offenders; rate and population of repeat offenders  

f. Association and exact impact of educational levels of offenders to particular crimes types  

g. Involvement rate and percentage of immigrants in key crimes, especially by adjoining 

border States of Nigeria 

h. Estimates of crime rate and prognosis for particular crimes and vices across Nigeria’s States. 
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